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Mozart's

Starling
Meredith J.West
Andrew P. King

n 27 May
can contain fragments of human speech. Pliny reported
1784, Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart pur?
chased a starling. Three years later, he buried itwith
individual birds, mimicking Greek and Latin, that "prac?
ticed diligently and spoke new phrases every day, in still
much ceremony. Heavily veiled mourners marched in a
knew enough about
sang hymns, and listened to a graveside
procession,
longer sentences."
Shakespeare
their abilities to have Hotspur propose teaching a starling
recitation of a poem Mozart
had composed
for the
to say the name "Mortimer," an earl distrusted by Henry
occasion (1). Mozart's
performance has received mixed
reviews. Although some see his gestures as those of a
IV, to disturb the king's sleep (Henry IV, Part I, act 1,
scene 3). In the song cycle Die sch?neM?llerin, Schubert
sincere animal lover, others have found ithard to believe
set tomusic a poem inwhich a starling is given a roman?
that the object ofMozart's griefwas a dead bird. Another
event in the same week has been put forthas a more likely
ticmission: "I'd teach a starling how to speak and sing, /
cause forMozart's
Till every word and note with truth
funereal gestures:
the death of his father Leopold
should ring, /With all the skill my
(2).
With all the
The scholars who have reported
or
Like echo-locating bats
lips and tongue impart, /
warmth and passion ofmy heart" (5).
and interpreted this historical inci?
dent knew much about Mozart but
dolphins, some birdsmay
Despite thiswealth of anecdotal
if
To
about
information, few scientists have stud?
little, anything,
starlings.
ied the vocal behavior of starlings
put the incident into better perspec?
to
under the conditions necessary
tive,we will provide here a profile of animate environment,using
fact from fiction. The prob?
the vocal capacities of captive star?
separate
to
behavioral reverberations
lem with starlings is that they vocal?
skills as a musician
lings. Mozart's
the
ize too much, too often, and in too
and composer would have rendered
consequences
perceive
in cho?
sometimes
him especially susceptible to the star
great numbers,
ruses numbering in the thousands (a
line's vocal charms, and thus we will
flock of starlings is labeled a murmu
also propose that the funeral and the
are
not
Even
the
the
the
left
end
Mozart
have
of
ration).
may
poem
seemingly elementary step of creating
story.
an accurate catalogue of the vocal repertoires of wild
another memorial to his starling, an offbeat requiem for
rebels.
starlings is an intimidating task because of the variety of
a
was
avian mimics, such as
their sounds. Other well-known
Mozart's
Sturnus
starling
European
starling,
as
was
to
later
the
The
introduced
North
(Mimus
mockingbird
polyglottes), have proved
vulgaris.
species
America on an artistic note. The birds were imported
key questions about
challenging,
leaving unanswered
the development and functions of mimetic behavior.
from England in the 1890s in an effort to represent the
in
involved in the study of
Some of the problems
avian cast of Shakespeare's
this
(3).
country
plays
nonmimetic songbirds arise with mimics as well. Re?
Fewer than 200 birds were
released in New York's
Central Park. Population estimates in the 1980s hovered
searchers must be able to find and raise songbirds from a
around 200,000,000 birds, a millionfold increase, making
young age or ideally from the egg under conditions in
one
most
in
which
their exposure to social and acoustic stimulation
the
road
shows
of
successful
starlings
can be controlled. The birds must be observed formany
history.
months or sometimes years to capture fully the processes
The vocal talents of starlings have been known since
a
The
rich
of
of cultural evolution and transmission of vocal motifs
antiquity (4).
repertoire
species possesses
from generation to generation. And for all species, re?
calls and songs composed
of whistles,
clicks, rattles,
searchers must acquire expertise in the acoustic analysis
snarls, and screeches. In addition, starlings copy the
these mim?
of sounds to overcome their inability to hear much of the
sounds of other birds and animals, weaving
fine detail in avian vocalizations.
icked themes into long soliloquies that, in captive birds,
"definitive"
Because
of these difficulties, many
on small sample sizes,
of
work
have
been
based
pieces
Meredith J.West and Andrew P. King received theirPh.D.s from the
often fewer than ten individuals, sometimes fewer than
Department of Psychology at Cornell University. Meredith West is a
five. Larger samples are possible only with avicultural
professor of psychology at Indiana University, and Andrew King is a
research associate professor at Duke University. Their research interests
favorites, such as canaries (Serinus canaria) or zebra
include learning, development, and communication. Address:
finches (Poephila guttata). Even with these subjects, re?
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Avian Behavior, Route #2 Box 315, Mebane, NC 27302.
to seasonal
search schedules must be accommodated
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bouncesoundsoffthe

of theirvocal efforts
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cycles. The kinds of vocalizations
a species can differ con?
produced by
siderably throughout the year, with
themost "interesting'' sounds in the
form of territorial or mating signals
occurring foronly a fewmonths each
year. In sum, songbirds are a hand?
ful.

Mimetic

species

add

layer of difficultyby

another

including

sounds made by other birds, other
animals, and even machines.
Thus,
in addition to exploring how mem?
bers of a mimetic species develop
species-typical calls and songs?that
is, vocalizations with many shared
acoustic properties within a popula?
tion?investigators
routinely encoun?
ter individual
idiosyncracies. Why
does one starling mimic a goat and
another a cat? Given the abundance
of sounds in the world, what pro?
cesses account for the selection of
models?
Baylis (6) advocated
studying
just part of themimic's repertoire as a
first step, suggesting the example of

Hier ruhtein lieber
Narr,
Ein Vogel Staar.
Noch inden bestenj?hren
Musst er erfahren
Des Todes bitternSchmerz.
Mir blut'tdasHerz,
Wenn

ich daran

gedenke.

O Leser! schenke
Auch du ein Thr?nchen ihm.
Er war nicht schlimm;
Nur

war

er etwas munter,

Doch auch mitunter
Ein lieberloserSchalk,
Und drum keinDalk.
Ich wett',

er ist schon oben,

Um mich zu loben
F?r diesen Freundschaftsdienst

Ohne

Gewinnst.

Denn

wie

er unvermuthet

Sich hat verblutet,
Dacht er nichtan denMann,
Der

so sch?n

reimen kann.

Den 4ten Juni 1787.

bitter pain.

Death's

Thinkingof this,my heart
Is riven apart.

Oh reader!Shed a tear,
You

also, here.

He was not naughty,quite,
But gay and bright,
And under all his brag
A foolishwag.
This

no one can

gainsay

And I will lay
That he is now on high,
And from thesky,
Praises me withoutpay
In his friendly
way.
Yet unaware thatdeath
Has chokedhis breath,
And thoughtless
of theone
Whose rime is thuswell done.

with
translation
ofCharlesScribner's
ofMacmillan
permission
Sons,an imprint
reprinted
English
Co., from
Mozart,
byMarciaDavenport.
Publishing
1932,and renewed
1960,byMarciaDavenport.
Copyright

mockingbirds
frequently mimicking
cardinals
(Cardinalis cardinalis). Al
though mockingbirds mimic many
conse?
species, cardinals are a favorite. Why? What
quences accrue formimic or model? By focusing on one
model-mimic
system, scientists might answer a number
of questions
surrounding the nature and function of
Further
control of themodel-mimic system can
mimicry.
be gained by exposing birds to human speech, a vocal
ratio. This
code with a more favorable "signal-to-noise"
can
that
detect
the
investigators
heightens
probability
to
it
the
and
easier
makes
origin of
mimicry
identify
mimicked sounds and the environmental conditions fa?
cilitating or inhibiting interspecificmimicry (7). Here, the
use of human
language is not comparable to effortswith
apes or dolphins aimed at uncovering possible analogues
to human language. Rather, the use of speech sounds is
more
to the use of a radioactive
properly compared
a
to
trace
isotope
physiological pathways. Thus, when
Schlemmer
captive starling utters, "Does Hammacher
have a toll-free number?" it is easier to trace the phrase's
origin and how often it has been said than to trace the
history of the bird's production of "breep, beezus, breep,
beeten,

A littlefool lieshere
Whom I held dear?
A starling in theprime
Of his brieftime,
Whose doom itwas todrain

beesix."

Over the past decade, we have studied nine star?
lings, each hand-reared from a few days of age (8). We
have also collected information on the behavior of five
other starlings (Fig. 1), raised under similar conditions by
individuals unaware of our work and unaware of star?
their relationship with
lings' mimicking abilities when
the birds began (9). Although many questions remain
about the species's vocal capacities, the findings shed
response to his starling's death.
light on Mozart's
The 14 starlings experienced different social relation?
ships with humans. Eight birds lived individually in
what is called interactive contact with the humans who

hand-reared them. Their cages were placed in busy parts
of the home, and the birds had considerable freedom to
associate with their caregivers in diverse ways: feeding
from hands; perching on fingers, shoulders, or heads;
and inserting them?
exploring caregivers' possessions;
selves into activities such as meal preparation, piano
lessons, baths, showers, and telephone conversations
talked to the birds,
(Fig. 2). The humans spontaneously
to them, and gestured by kissing, snapping
whistled
fingers, and waving good-bye.
to teach human words using
Explicit procedures
methods
for
other
mimicking
species were
prescribed
not used. Six of the eight caregivers did not know that
such training would have an effect until the birds them?
selves demonstrated
their mimicking ability, and two
refrained because they were instructed by us to do so.
The birds could obtain food and water (and avian com?
in five of eight cases) without
interacting
panionship
with humans.
Three other starlings lived under conditions of lim?
ited contact with humans. After 30 days of hand rearing
new homes,
by us, they were
individually placed in
a
with
cowbird
ater).
(Molothrus
They lived in
along
cages, rarely flew free, and were passively exposed to
humans. They heard speech but were not "spoken to"
in the kinds of social
because
they did not engage
interactions described for the firstgroup. The final three
starlings lived together in auditory contact with humans.
in an aviary on a screened porch of
They were housed
the caregivers raising one of the freely interacting birds.
As a result, their auditory environment was
loosely
yoked to that of the other bird.
The information gathered on the starling's mimicry
1990

March-April
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differed by setting and caregiver. Extensive audio taping
was carried out for the nine
subjects studied under our
three
For
of
the
supervision.
remaining birds involved in
interactive contact, we used repertoires available in pub?
lished works, supplemented by personal inquiries. For
the last two we obtained verbal reports from caregivers.

Social transmission of the spoken word
The starlings' mimetic repertoires varied consistently by
social context: only the birds in interactive contact mim?
icked sounds with a clearly human origin. None of the
other subjects imitated such sounds, although all mim?
icked their cowbird companions, each other, wild birds,
and mechanical noises. For the purposes of this article,
we have elected to focus
solely on the actions of the birds
in interactive contact.
All of these birds mimicked human sounds?includ?
sounds immediately recognizable as
ing clear words,
speech but largely unintelligible, and whistled versions
of songs identified as originating from a human source?
and mechanical
sounds whose source could be identified
within the households.
For the three audiotaped birds,
roughly two-thirds of their vocalizations were related to
the words or actions of caregivers. The same categories
to the remaining five birds, who mimicked
applied
or mechanical
and human-derived
speech, whistles,
sounds (Table 1).
of the more
Many
impressive properties of the
vocal
capacities defy simple categorization. The
starlings'
most striking feature was their tendency tomimic con

Fewer than 200 starlingswere released

inCentralPark in the1890s; population

estimates in the 1980s hovered around

200,000,000 birds,a millionfoldincrease
rtected discourse,
imitating phrases rather than single
words. Words most often mimicked alone included the
birds' names and words associated with humans' arrivals
and departures, such as "hi" or "good-bye." All phrases
were
frequently recombined, sometimes giving the illu?
sion of a different meaning.
One bird, for example,
see
"We'll
you later," and "I'll see
frequently repeated,
you soon." The phrase was often shortened to "We'll
see," sounding more like a parental ploy than an abbre?
viated farewell. Another bird often mimicked the phrase
"basic research" but mixed itwith other phrases, as in
"Basic research, it's true, I guess that's right."
The audiotapes and caregivers' reports made clear,
however, that nonsensical combinations (from a human
speaker's point of view) were as frequent as seemingly
sensible ones: the only difference was that the latterwere
more memorable
and more often repeated to the birds.
the speech utterances occurred in highly
Sometimes,
incongruous settings: the bird mentioned above blasted
his owners with "Basic research!" as he struggled franti
108
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cally with his head caught in string; another screeched,
"I have a question!" as she squirmed while being held to
have her feet treated for an infection. The tendency for
the birds to produce comical or endearing combinations
to facilitate attention from humans.
did much
It was
difficult to ignore a bird landing on your shoulder an?
nouncing, "Hello," "Give me a kiss," or "I think you're
nght."

The birds devoted most of their singing time to
rambling tunes composed of songs originally sung or
to them intermingled with whistles
whistled
of un?
known origin and starling sounds. Rarely did they pre?
serve a melody as ithad been
presented, even ifcaregiv
ers
tune. The tendency
whistled
the
"correct"
repeatedly
to sing off-key and to fracture the phrasing of themusic
at unexpected points (from a human perspective) was
reported for seven birds (no information on the eighth).
the notes associated with the
Thus, one bird whistled
words "Way down upon the Swa-," never adding "-nee
River," even after thousands of promptings. The phrase
was often followed
by a whistle of his own creation, then
a
"The
of
fragment
Star-spangled Banner," with frequent
of
interpositions
squeaking noises. Another bird whis?
tled the first line of "I've Been Working on the Railroad"
quite accurately but then placed unexpectedly
large ac?
cents on the notes associated with the second line, as if
shouting, "All the livelong day!" Yet another routinely
linked the energetically paced William Tell Overture to
"Rockaby Baby."
One
category of whistles
escaped
improvisation.
Seven of the eight caregivers used a so-called contact
whistle to call the birds, typically a short theme (e.g., "da
da da dum" from Beethoven's
Fifth Symphony). This
of
acoustic
fragment melody escaped
improvisation in all
inserted into other
cases, although the whistles were
as well. One bird, however, often mimicked
melodies
her contact whistle several times in succession, with each
version louder than the preceding one (perhaps a quite
accurate representation of the sound becoming louder as
her caregiver approached her).
All the birds in interactive contact showed an inter?
est inwhistling and music when itwas performed. They
often assumed an "attentive" stance, as shown in Fig?
ures 1 and 2: they stood very quietly, arching their necks
and moving theirheads back and forth.The birds did not
vocalize while in this orientation. Records for all eight
subjects contained verbal or pictorial reports of the pos?
ture.

Clear mimicry of speech was relatively infrequent,
due in large part to the birds' tendency to improvise on
the sounds, making them less intelligible although defi?
nitely still speechlike. Other aspects of their speech
imitations were also significant. First, the birds would
mimic the same phrase, such as "see you soon" or "come
here," but with different intonation patterns. At times,
themimetic version sounded like a human speaking in a
an irritated
pleasant tone of voice, and at other times in
tone. Second, when the birds repeated speech sounds,
the sounds that accompany
they frequently mimicked
air
being inhaled, lips smacking, and
speaking, including
throats being cleared. One bird routinely preceded his
rendition of "hi" with the sound of a human sniffing, a
combination easily traced to his caregiver being allergic

to birds. Finally, the quality of the
mimicry of the human voice was sur?

prisinglyhigh. Many visitorswho

heard the mimicry "live" looked for
an unseen human. Those
listening to
tapes asked which sounds were the
the humans',
starlings' and which
when the only voices were the birds'.
The particular phrases thatwere
mimicked varied, although a major?
ity fell into the broad semantic cate?
gory of socially expressive
speech
used by humans as greetings or fare?
wells,
compliments, or playful re?
to children and pets (see
sponses
Table 1). Several of the starlings used
phrases of greeting or farewell when
they heard the sound of keys or saw
someone putting on a coat or ap?
a door. Several mimicked
proaching
events
household
such as doors
opening and closing, keys rattling,
is a starling who was hand-reared
in captivity. Living in
Figure 1. Kuro
and dishes clinking together. One
daily close contact
with the Iizuka family, she has
like other starlings in similar
spontaneously
developed,
bird acquired the word "mizu" (Jap?
circumstances
studied by the authors, a rich repertoire of imitations of human
speech, songs,
anese forwater), which she
and household
routinely
sounds. Here Kuro listens to
(Photo by Birgitte Nielsen;
whistling.
reprinted
used after flying to the kitchen fau?
by permissionofNelson Canada fromKuro theStarling,by Keigo Iizuka and family.)
cet. Another
chanted
"Defense!"
when the television was on, a sound
that she apparently had acquired as
she observed humans
to basketball games.
and attention. Thus, the
responding
mimicry lacked the "conversa?
that
it
took
tional" qualities that have been
Caregivers reported
anywhere from a
sought after inwork with
few days to a fewmonths fornew items to appear in the
other animals (10). As no systematic
attempt had been
birds' repertoires. Acquisition
timemay have depended
made to elicit immediate
responding by means of food or
on the kind of material: one of the birds in limited
social rewards, reciprocal
exchanges may nevertheless be
contact, housed with a new cowbird, learned its com?
human conversation not
possible. Ongoing
involving
in three days, while one bird in
the starlings, however, was a potent stimulus for simul?
panion's vocalization
interactive contact took 21 days to mimic his cowbird
taneous vocalizing. The birds chattered
frequently and
companion. The latterbird, however, repeated verbatim
excitedly while humans were talking to each other in
the question, "Does Hammacher
Schlemmer have a
person or on the telephone.
toll-free number?" a day after hearing it said only once.
The starlings' lively interest and
ability to participate
in the activities of their
caregivers created an atmosphere
of mutual
a condition that
may be
companionship,
essential inmotivating birds tomimic
particular models,

Starlingscopy thesoundsofotherbirds

and animals, weaving thesemimicked

themesintolongsoliloquiesthat,in
captivebirds,can containfragmentsof

human speech

Some whistled renditions of human
songs also appeared
after intervals of only one or two
days. An important
variable in
explaining rate of acquisition and amount of
human mimicry may be the birds' differential
exposure
to other birds. The three birds without avian
cage mates
appeared to have more extensive repertoires, but they
were also older than the other
subjects.
The birds did not engage much
in mutual vocal
is, a vocalization
exchanges with their caregivers?that
directed to a bird did not
bring about an immediate vocal
it
often
elicited bodily orientation
response, although

as indicatedby thefindings
with thebirds in limitedand

auditory contact. The capacity of starlings to learn the
sounds of their neighbors fitswith what is known about
their learning of
in
starling calls, especially whistles,
nature. They learn new whistles as adults
by means of
social interactions, an ability that is quite
important when
move
new
into
or
colonies
flocks
(11).
they
Analyses of
social interactions between wild
starling parents and
their young also indicate the use,
early in ontogeny, of
vocal exchanges between parent and young and between
siblings (12). Thus, the capacities identified in themim?
on social
icry of human speech and their dependence
context seem relevant to the
starling's ecology.

Other mimics and songsters
Studies of another mimic, the African gray
parrot (Psit
tacus erithacus), also indicate
linkages between mimicry
and social interaction (13). This
species mimics human
stimulated to do so by an "interactive
speech when
1990

March-April
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a parrot must compete for
modeling technique" inwhich
the attention of two humans engaged in conversation.
Extrinsic rewards such as food are avoided. The rein?
forcement is physical acquisition of the object being
talked about and responses
from human caregivers.
Such procedures
lead to articulate imitation and often
highly appropriate use of speech sounds. Pepperberg
reports that one bird's earliest "words" referred to ob?
"hide"
"wood,"
(from
jects he could use: "paper,"
rawhide chips), "peg wood," "corn," "nut," and "pasta"
(14). The parrot also employed these mimicked sounds
during exchanges with caregivers inwhich he answered
questions about the names of objects and used labels
identifying shape and color in appropriate ways. The
parrof s use of "no" and "want" also suggested the
ability to form functional relationships between speech
and context, a capacity perhaps facilitated by the trainer's
explicit attempts to arrange training sessions meaningful
for the student.
Explanations of mimicry of human sounds in this
and other species originate in the idea that hand-reared
in terms of the
birds perceive their human companions
social roles that naturally exist among wild birds. Lorenz
and von Uexk?ll elaborated on the kinds of relationships
between and among avian parents, offspring, siblings,
and rivals (15). In the case of captive birds,
mates,
humans become the companion for all seasons, with the
nature of the relationship shifting with the changing
and hormonal cycles in a bird's life.
developmental
Mimics are not the only birds to show clear evidence

on vocal capacities. Two
of the effects of companions
nonmimetic
from
species are relevant. In the
examples
white-crowned
(Zonotrichia
sparrow
leucophrys), the ca?
pacity to learn the songs of other males differs according
to the tutoring procedure used. For example, young
males learn songs from tape recordings until they are 50
days of age but not afterward. They do acquire songs
well after 50 days from live avian tutorswith whom they
can interact, copying the song of another species, even if

Explanationsofmimicryofhuman

sounds originate in the idea thathand
reared birds perceive theirhuman
companions in termsof the social roles

thatnaturallyexistamongwild birds

they can hear conspecifics in the background. The po?
tency of social tutors has led to a comprehensive reinter
pretation of the nature of vocal ontogeny in this species
(16). We tried tutoring nine of the starlings using tapes of
the caregiver's voice singing songs and reciting prose.
There was no evidence of mimicry, except that one bird
learned the sound of tape hiss. And thus, ifwe had
relied on tape tutoring, as has been done with many
we would have vastly
species to assess vocal capacity,
underestimated
the starlings' skills.
are the characteristics of
What
live tutors that make them so effec?
tive? The studies of white-crowned
sparrows suggest that it is not the
quality of the tutor's voice, but the
opportunity for interaction. Indeed,
we have studied a case where voice
could not be a cue at all because the
"tutor" could not sing. In cowbirds,
as in many
songbirds, only males
are frequently the re?
Females
sing.
a finely
cipients of songs and display
tuned perceptual
sensitivity to con
We have docu?
(17).
specific songs
mented that acoustically naive males
themes
when
distinct
produce
housed with female cowbirds pos?
sessing different song preferences.
We have also identified one impor?
tant element in the interaction. When
males
sang certain themes, females
with
distinctive wing
responded
movements. The males responded in
turn to such behavior by repeating
the songs that elicited the females'
Such data show
wing movements.
that singers attend to visual, as well
as acoustic, cues and that tutors can
be salient influences even when si?
lent. In this species, the social, as
Figure 2. Kuro adopts a listeningpostureduring a music lesson,with neck archedand head
from the vocal, conduct of a
distinct
and
forth.
Nelson
of
back
(Photo
Nielsen;
moving
by Birgitte
reprintedby permission
male's audience is of consequence.
Canada fromKuro theStarling,byKeigo Iizuka and family.)
110
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Studies of another avian group, domestic fowl (Gal?
lus gallus), also direct attention to the importance of a
(18). In this species, male cockerels
signaler's audience
in the presence of different social
different
calls
produce
a
food call in the presence of food
Emitting
companions.
is not an obligatory response but one modulated
by the
of
his
audience.
Similar
observations
findings
signaler's
with cockerel alarm calls indicate the need to consider the
as a
multiple determinants of vocal production. Taken
acoustic
the
reveal
for
whole,
that,
many birds,
findings
is as much visual as vocal experience.
communication

Mozart

as birdcatcher

to look at, as well as listen to,
audiences, especially when one of his compositions was
the object of their attention. After observing several
audiences watching TheMagic Flute, he wrote to his wife,
"I have at thismoment returned from the opera, which
was as full as ever. . . .But what always gives me most
pleasure is the silent approval! You can see how this opera
is becoming more and more esteemed"
(19). Mozart's
reactions
his audience
of
the
of
less
obvious
enjoyment
suggests that, like a bird, he too was motivated not only
by auditory but by visual stimuli. The German word he
as well as "approval,"
used can be translated "applause"
more
his
search
for
rewards
meaningful than
suggesting
the expected clapping of hands. We now turn to the case
ofMozart's
starling and to the kinds of social and vocal
rewards offered to him by his choice of an avian audi?

Mozart

knew

how

ence.

Mozart
recorded the purchase of his starling in a
of
expenses, along with a transcription of a melody
diary
whistled by the bird and a compliment (Fig. 3). He had
a
begun the diary at about the same time that he began
catalogue of his musical compositions. The latter effort
was more successful, with entries from 1784 to 1791, the
year of his death. His book of expenditures, however,
a year, with later entries devoted to prac?
lapsed within
tice writing in English (20). The theme whistled by the
reasons.
starlingmust have fascinated Mozart for several
The tune was certainly familiar, as it closely resembles a
of the Piano
theme that occurs in the final movement
Concerto inG Major, K. 453 (see Fig. 3). Mozart recorded
the completion of thiswork in his catalogue on 12 April
in the same year. As far as we know, just a few people
had heard the concerto by 27 May, perhaps only the
itwas written, who performed it in
pupil for whom
time at a concert on 13 June. Mozart
for
the
first
public
had expressed deep concern that the score of this and
three other concertos might be stolen by unscrupulous
copyists inVienna. Thus, he sent themusic to his father
in Salzburg, emphasizing that the only way it could "fall
into other hands is by that kind of cheating" (21). The
letter to his father is dated 26 May 1784, one day before
the entry in his diary about the starling.
Mozart's
relationship with the starling thus begins
on a
tantalizing note. How did the bird acquire Mozart's
music? Our
research suggests that the melody was
within
the bird's capabilities, but how had it
certainly
been transmitted? Given our observation that whistled
tunes are altered and incorporated into mixed themes,
we assume that the
melody was new to the bird because

Table 1. Sounds mimicked by starlings
and

Greetings

farewells

hi hey there

c'mon, c'mere
go to your cage

good morning
hello

I'll (we'll) see you soon
breakfast
it's time

nightnight

hey buddy
Attributions
you're

a crazy bird

good girl
prettybird
sillybird
Conversational

rascal
you'rekidding

you re gorgeous
see you soon baboon

baby

fragments

have thekidscalled

OK

it's true

Isuggest

that's right
basic research
because
Iguess
Human

nutty bird

I have a question
defense
thank you

right

who

whatcha doing
what's going on

all right
you guys

this isMrs. Suthers

is coming

calling

sounds

sighing
coughing
throat clearing
Household

sniffing
lipsmacking
laughing

kissing

wolf whistle

sounds

door squeaking
cat meowing

dog barking

alarm clock

telephonebeep
keys rattling

dishes clinking

gun shots

the
in which humans
refer to social contexts
produced
Categories
them.
in which starlings repeated
the ones
not necessarily
sounds,
imitated by four or more birds.
Italicized entries were

itwas so close a copy of the original. Thus, we entertain
like other animal lovers, had
the possibility thatMozart,
already visited the shop and interacted with the starling
before 27 May. Mozart was known to hum and whistle a
a
good deal. Why should he refrain in the presence of
bird that seems to elicit such behavior so easily?
be either quite young,
A starling in May would
or atmost a year old,
given typical spring hatching times,
still young enough to acquire new material but already
an accomplished whistler. Because it seems unlikely to
so
us that a very young bird could imitate a melody
we envision the older bird. The theme in
precisely,
to a German
question fromK. 453 has often been likened
folk tune and may have been similar to other popular
to the
tunes already known to the starling, analogous
our caregivers used. But to be
tunes
familiar
highly
have
to by Mozart!
whistled
Surely the bird would
the
its
rewarding
posture,
thereby
listening
adopted
potential buyer with "silent applause."
Given that whistles were learned quite rapidly by
the starlings we studied, it is not implausible that the
the melody
Vienna
starling could have performed
we
shortly after hearing it for the first time. Of course,
cannot rule out a role for a shopkeeper, who could have
tune from its creator or from the
repeated Mozart's
starling. In any case, we imagine thatMozart returned to
the bird, recording the expense
the shop and purchased
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27.May

1784 Vogel Stahrl 34 Kr.

Mozart was
Figure 3. Wolf gang Amadeus
owner of a pet starling.
also the delighted

He

of the starling in
recorded the purchase
an expense book, noting the date, price, and
a musical
fragment the bird was whistling.
at hearing the
The pleasure he expressed

war sch?n!"
(that was
starling's song?"Das
all the more understandable
beautiful!)?is
of the
when one compares
the beginning

Das war sch?n!

Piano Concerto no. 17 inG Major, K. 453

last movement

of his Piano

K. 453, which
Major,
same time. Somehow

Concerto

was written

the theme from Mozart's

the bird had
concerto.

in G

about

the

learned
It did

had
sing G sharp where Mozart
written G natural, giving its rendition a
off-key sound.
characteristically
however

out of appreciation for the bird's mimicry. Some biogra?
phers suggest an opposite course of transmission?from
to the concerto?but
the starling toMozart
the comple?
tion date of K. 453 on 12 April makes this an unlikely,
although not impossible, sequence of events.
Given the sociable nature of the captive starlings we
studied, we can imagine that some of the experiences
that followed Mozart's
purchase must have been quite
at
Mozart
had
least one canary as a child and
agreeable.
another after the death of the starling, suggesting that it
would not be hard for him to become attached to so
inventive a housemate. Moreover,
he shared several
behavioral characteristics with captive starlings. He was
fond of mocking
the music of others, often in quite
irreverentways. He also kept late hours, composing well
into the night (22). The caregivers of the starlings we

Themimicryofvocal acts suchas lip
noises, sniffs,and throatclearing

broughtto theattentionofcaregivers

routine dimensions of theirown behavior

thattheyrarelytooknoticeof

studied uniformly reported?and
sometimes complained
about?the
tendency of their birds to indulge in more
than a little night music.
The text of Mozart's
poem on the bird's death
suggests other perceptions shared with the caregivers.
Mozart
dubbed his pet a "fool"?the
German word
or "jester"?an
could also be translated as "clown"
attribution in keeping with the modern starlings' vocal
productions of "crazy bird," "rascal," "silly bird," and
"nutty bird" and the even more frequent use of such
terms in the written description of lifewith starlings.
Mozart gets to the heart of the starling's character when
he states that the bird was "not naughty quite, /But gay
and bright, /And under all his brag, /A foolish wag."
emotions at
And thus, when we contemplate Mozart's
the bird's death, we see no reason to invoke attributions
sense of loss as
of displaced grief. We regard Mozart's
an
as
his
apt gesture.
genuine,
epitaph
112
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No other written records of Mozart's
relationship
with his pet are known. He may have said more, given
his prolific letter writing, but much of his correspon?
dence during this period has been lost. The lack of other
accounts, however, cannot be considered to indicate a
lack of interest in his starling. We are inclined to believe
that other observations byMozart on the starling do exist
but have not been recognized as such. Our case rests in
part on recent technical analyses of the original (auto?
graph) scores of Mozart's
compositions,
investigations
in handwriting,
inks, and paper.
describing changes
Employing new techniques to date paper by analyzing
the watermarks pressed into it at the time of itsmanu?
facture, Tyson (23) has established that the dates and
compositions can be
places assigned to some ofMozart's
thatmany
the
conclusion
reaching
general
questioned,
were
an
over
written
extended
of
time and
pieces
period
not recorded in his catalogue until the time of comple?
tion. The establishment of an accurate chronology of
Mozart's
is obviously essential to those
compositions
to
understand
the development of his musi?
attempting
cal genius. It also serves our purposes in reconstructing
events after the starling's funeral.
One
examined by Tyson is a score
composition
entered inMozart's
catalogue on 12 June 1787, the first to
appear after the deaths of his father and the starling. The
the
piece is entitled A Musical Joke (K. 522). Consider
a
it
of
from
"In
the
record
jacket:
following description
firstmovement we hear the awkward, unproportioned,
. .
and illogical piecing together of uninspired material.
a
ca?
the
andante
cantabile
contains
[later]
grotesque
denza which goes on far too long and pretentiously and
ends with a comical deep pizzicato note . . . and by the
concluding presto, our 'amateur composer' has lost all
control of his incongruous mixture" (24). Is the piece a
musical joke? Perhaps. Does itbear the vocal autograph
of a starling? To our ears, yes. The "illogical piecing
together" is in keeping with the starlings' intertwining of
whistled tunes. The "awkwardness"
could be due to the
to
tendencies
whistle
off-key or to fracture
starlings'
musical phrases at unexpected points. The presence of
drawn-out, wandering
phrases of uncertain structure
also is characteristic of starling soliloquies. Finally, the
abrupt end, as if the instruments had simply ceased to
work, has the signature of starlings written all over it.
analysis of the original score of K. 522
Tyson's

indicates that itwas not written during June 1787, but
composed in fragments between 1784 and 1787, includ?
ing an excerpt from K. 453. This period coincides with
Mozart's relationship with the starling. A common inter?
pretation is that A Musical Jokewas meant to caricature
the kinds ofmusic popular inMozarf s day. Writing such
music, a course of action urged on him by his father,
might have earned Mozart more money. And thus, the
composition has also been interpreted in regard to the
father/son relationship (25). Tyson disputes this view on
the basis of the physical nature of the autograph score, as
much of itwas written before Leopold's death, and the
lack of solid evidence thatMozart's
relationship with his
fatherwas bitter enough to cause him to commemorate
his firstand foremost teacher with a parody.
to explain all the
Although we do not presume
of
in K. 522,
contained
layers
compositional complexity
we propose that some of its starling-like
qualities are
intentions inwrit?
pertinent to understanding Mozart's
ing it.Given the propensities of the starlings we studied
and the character and habits ofMozart, it is hard to avoid
the conclusion that some of the fragments of K. 522
interactions with the starling dur?
originated inMozart's
ing its three-year tenure. The completion of the work
eight days after the bird's death might then have been
desire to fashion an appropriate
motivated by Mozart's
musical farewell, a requiem of sorts for his avian friend.

Last words
We have offered these observations on starlings and on
Mozart for two reasons. First, to give music scholars new
insights with which to evaluate one of theworld's most
studied composers. The analyses of the autograph scores
and recent reinterpretations of Mozart's
illnesses and
death demonstrate the power of present-day knowledge
to inform our understanding
of the past. We have
the
of
provided
profile
captive starlings as another way
to gain perspective on Mozart's genius.
Second, we hope to spark further interest in the
analysis of the social stimulation of vocal learning. Al?
though the role of social companions inmotivating avian
vocal learning is now well established, the mechanisms
by which social influence exerts its effects have only
begun to be articulated (26). Part of the problem is
defining the nature of social contexts. To say birds
interact is to say something quite vague. Interact how?

By fighting?
By feeding?By flocking?By sittingnext to

one another?
sound waves
is easy compared
Measuring
to calibrating degrees of social influence. Moreover,
social signals are multi-modal.
The species described
here make much use of visual, as well as vocal, stimula?
tion. By what means do they link sights and sounds?
these
Why are only certain linkages made? Answering
questions is the next challenge for students of commu?
nication.

One

of the founders of the study of bird song, W. H.
Thorpe, speculated that birds' imitation of sounds rep?
resents a quite simple cognitive process: "The essence of

thepointmay be summedup by sayingthatwhile it is

very difficult for a human being (and perhaps impossible
foran animal) to see himself as others see him, it ismuch
less difficult forhim to hear himself as others hear him"

Figure

4. Relationships
between
and human beings
to reflect the behavior
of

starlings

appear
birds in the wild.
starlings

Hand-reared

interact with

companions
roles of wild

their human

in terms of the social

birds. In particular,
they learn by observing vocal and
to their own
other responses
efforts. (Photos by
expressive
Birgitte Nielsen.)

(27). Although we recognize
in
the law of parsimony
Thorpe's remark, we are led
to seek a
by the evidence
middle
phylogenetic
ground
between self-awareness and
vocal matching. We propose
that some birds use acous?
tic probes to test the contin?
gent properties of their envi?
ronment, an interpretation
largely in keeping with con?
as
cepts of communication
of social negotia?
processes
tion and manipulation
(28).
An analogy with the capaci?
ties of echo-locating animals
be appropriate.
Like
may
bats or dolphins
emitting
sounds to estimate distance,
some
birds may
bounce
sounds off the animate envi?
ronment, using behavioral
reverberations to gauge the
effects of their vocal efforts.
They are not using Thorpe's
behavioral mirror, necessary
in?
for self-reflection, but
a
stead
social
sounding
to shape
board with which
functional repertoires.
In the case of our star?
lings, we also conclude that
social sonar works two ways:
human caregivers cast many
sounds in the direction of their starlings and were often
returned. The mimicry of
educated by the messages
vocal acts such as lip noises, sniffs, and throat clearing
brought to the attention of caregivers routine dimensions
of their own behavior that they rarely took notice of. The
birds' echoing of greetings, farewells, and words of
affection conveyed a sense of shared environment with
another species, a sensation hard to forget (Fig. 4). The
caregivers' sadness in response to the illnesses, absence,
or death of their avian companions
also suggests that

theyhad been beguiled by the chance to glimpse a

bird's-eye view of theworld. Most found themselves at a
loss forwords. And thus we turn toMozart
for fitting
emotional expressions?his
his
Musical
]oke, and
poem,
his appropriately grand burial for a "starling bird."
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